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Company news 
 

Bellway (BWY, 2,838p, £3,534m mkt cap)  

Top five UK house housebuilder. HY (Jan) trading update. Guidance: “On track to increase output by around 

10% this financial year, with further growth in financial year 2023 to around 12,200 homes. The average selling 

price rose by 2.8% to £311,800, slightly higher than previously expected, with a greater proportion of private 

completions and positive pricing momentum both contributing. The average selling price for the full year is 

also expected to rise above previous expectations, to over £300,000. The underlying operating margin for the 

full financial year is now expected to improve to above 18% [previous guidance, “around 18%”].  The 

underlying operating margin will be greater in the first half of the financial year, which is in part a mix effect, 

due to a greater proportion of homes completing on higher margin sites. Trading: Orders +13%, 6,628 homes. 

Net cash, £196m (HY 21, £346m); adjusted gearing, net of land creditors, < 5% (0.8%). Outlook: “Market 

conditions and customer confidence are strong.  Our substantial order book and land bank provide a solid 

platform for volume growth and improving margin in the current financial year and beyond. Bellway has 

significant financial capacity to invest and is well placed to continue increasing the supply of high-quality new 

homes”.  As previously guided, the average selling price is likely to moderate slightly in subsequent financial 

years because of previously announced product mix changes intended to mitigate the end of Help to Buy. HY 

results, 29 March.  
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Urban Logistics REIT (SHED, 182p, £859m)  

Specialist UK logistics real estate investment trust. Trading update. Recent activity, following £250m equity 

raise in December 2021 include: £39.5m logistics assets recently acquired, at a blended net initial yield of 

5.0%; £68.1m of capital deployed or committed since raise; portfolio now consists of 110 strategically 

positioned ‘last mile/last touch’ urban logistics assets; £9m asset disposal which has generated an IRR of c. 

25%. Outlook: “We remain focused on well let, strategically positioned assets in existing and emerging logistics 

hubs. Looking ahead, we are confident that we can continue to find attractive yield spreads on acquisitions 

with asset management opportunities”. 

 

 

Prices are as at the previous day’s close.  
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